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For the attention of the Rt Hon Anne-Marie Trevelyan MP.

Dear Secretary of State,

I have now seen the Highways response to this WHC report and find their responses simply
inadequate and a re-iteration of earlier responses. I do not see any level of serious re-
appraisal given to the concerns expressed.

The alternative surface route remains the best option both financially, as well as
preserving of the unique and delicate archaeology that is still to be fully understood. I
hope you will agree with me. Should you not however, I urge you to examine the
important points made about the inadequate tunnel being proposed and insist upon one
of considerably longer length and which preserves the entrance area currently in danger of
destruction.

I would also ask that you consider abandoning this project entirely. It needs to be
thoroughly re-appraised.  The obsession of English Heritage with trying improve the
landscape of the site by agreeing to the destruction of part of it is simply perverse. 

Please consider the following points and suggested alternative course of action:-

1. No consideration has been given to the general populations desire to see the
monument from the public road and without paying fees. (How many young minds
are sparked to be curious by this iconic view?)

2. Nor has there been any consideration of the huge timescale of this site's existence.
A new road laid on top of the existing undisturbed archaeology could simply be
viewed as a temporary fixture in the life of this place.

3. Many examples exist of around the world of "temporary" roads laid for short-term
expediency lasting many decades and which preserve the materials underneath
them. 

4. A new road on top of the existing undisturbed surface will not only protect it for
future generations, it would alleviate the traffic delays, and allow the general public
to view the site in the way we always have.

Finally, re-thinking this project and requiring National Highways to take a different and
more creative approach, would not only be a good decision, it would be a historic one. It
could set a precedent for other sensitive sites around the country to not only be preserved
in this way, but also save consulting time, money and heartache in the future. 



I hope you will agree with me.

Yours sincerely,
Paul Woodham.
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